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ELT MIX AND MATCH SYSTEM

SHORT DESCRIPTION:

Introducing an ink-to-ink mix and match system for Pantone® color simulation.  These low 
temperature inks avoid many of the fabric pitfalls traditional inks encounter due to high 

QUICK SPECIFICATIONS:

FLASH CURE
5/5: Exceptional

The rating of EXCEPTIONAL -
imately half that of any standard plastisol ink.  Due to the great 

time or temperature.

MESH COUNT
86 to 110

This is simply a recommendation
such as 100% polyester.  Preventing dye migration requires a 

INK CURING
250ºF to 320ºF

Washing and drying your prints to check durability is the ultimate 
test of ink curing.  However, the use of Thermolabels is the most 
sensible method of testing for your day-to-day operations.  This 
will help you prevent cracking, peeling, and washout.

SQUEEGEES
70 Durometer

-
gees allow for better print resolution.  60 durometer is soft.  70 
durometer is medium.  80 durometer is hard.

CLEAN UP
PW-4 or IR-26

Many cleaning products will remove plastisol ink.  We recommend 

cleaning in a washout booth.  Cleaning the ink out of the screen 
immediately after printing is always recommended. 



LOW TEMPERATURE BENEFITS:

such a nuisance.  These problems include:

Dye Migration

of heat to fully cure plastisol ink, this will always be a problem.  With low temperature ink, 
you are using much less heat, preventing polyester dyes from migrating.

Ghosting

what we call ghosting.  This appears to be a haze around the print.  You may also see a ghost 
image of the print on through the back (or front) of the garment.  This can be caused by both 

Fabrics will burn, leaving dark or even charred burn marks on your apparel.  This can happen 

to prevent these problems.

Color-Changing

This is not always easy to see as the color change is often slight.  It most commonly occurs 

will allow you to keep the temperature at a safe level.
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ELT SERIES BENEFITS:

• Universal ink for printing all fabrics.
• 
• 
• 
• Bleed resistance is very high for printing 100% polyester tees and uniforms.
• 
• Compatible with nylon catalyst for printing on waterproof nylon and polyester.

IDEAL CURING GUIDELINES:

you the best possible print without damaging the fabric.  Curing is a time and temperature 

100% Cotton Poly/Cotton Polyester Nylon/Stretch 100% Nylon Polypropylene Rayon

270ºF 270ºF 270ºF* 270ºF 270ºF* 250ºF 250ºF

ELT MM KIT INCLUDES:

MM Black
MM Brown
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MM Gold

MM Ultra Blue
MM White
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